Faculty Scholarly Work with a CTL Link

Diana Baker, Education


Beth Belanger, American Studies


Lara Blanchard, Art History

Kristen Brubaker, Environmental Studies
(Writing Retreats)

Rob Carson, English
Carson, Rob. (in progress) Every third thought: Shakespeare and the early modern play of ideas.
(Writing Retreats)

Anna Creadick, English
(Pop-Up Writing Days)

(Pop-Up Writing Days)

(Pop-Up Writing Days)

(Pop-Up Writing Days)

(Pop-Up Writing Days)

Kendralin Freeman, Sociology
(Learning Community)

Alla Ivanchikova, English
(Writing Retreats)

(Teaching Innovation Grant, Spring 2014)

Marilyn Jimenez, Media and Society
Jimenez, M. (in progress). *Embodying slavery through food in Spike Lee’s films.* (Writing Retreat)

Kristy Kenyon, Biology


Julie Kingery, Psychology (*denotes student/alum co-authors)


Beth Kinne, Environmental Studies


Eric Klaus, German Area Studies
(Individual Consultation with Susan Hess)

Ashwin Manthripragada, German Area Studies
(Writing Retreats and Pop-Up Writing Days)

(Writing Retreats and Pop-Up Writing Days)

(Writing Retreats and Pop-Up Writing Days)

Justin Miller, Chemistry

Miller, J.S. (2016, July-August). Bonding...with food: How one course became three. 24th Biennial Conference on Chemical Education in Greely, CO.
(Teaching Innovation Grant)


(Individual Consultations with Susan Hess)

Renee Monson, Sociology

(Learning Community and Focus Groups)


(Pop-Up Writing Days)


(Learning Community)

Jason Rodriguez, Sociology

(Learning Community)

Kristen Welsh, Russian Area Studies

(Teaching Innovation Grant)

Shannon Straub, Biology

(Writing Retreat)

Cadence Whittier, Dance

(Pop-Up Writing Days)